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Introduction

Term “learning” means that the system, independent from any human actions, learns itself and improves it’s knowledge. Term “learning” is different from the term “training”. The main difference is that the term “training” means the dependence from human, who controls system or process operations. When some conflict emerges, human decides what solution should be admitted for safe further system work. The decision of current situation is written to the memory. If the same situation emerges in further system work, the right solution is already known and it will be used. In the learning system, human only supervises conflict situations and how specified software solves emerged problems. There, software is in influence from any human actions.

Mobile robots are very popular now. Learning processes are very important in robotics. Scientists have been fascinated by mobile robots for many years; machines have been designed with wheels and tracks or other locomotion devices and/or limbs to propel the unit. When the environment is well ordered these machines can function well and have demonstrated their ability to carry out useful work [1].

Numerous wheeled machines (for manufacturing applications) have also been commercialized successively automatically to transport components and products from one site to another using various navigation methods, such as simply following lines on the floor or using more sophisticated systems based on beacons fixed around the working site; the automobile industry is a good example of such machines [1].

Mobile robots are used in industry (walking forest machines, rescue robots), military (mobile detection assessment response system (MDARS) exterior robot, spiral track autonomous robot (STAR)) and house cleaning (IFF facade cleaning robot) [1, 2, 3]. There are mobile robots, which has degrees-of-freedom (DOF) and could walk [3].

There is one big problem in mobile robots navigation – obstacle avoidance. This paper describes how mobile robots can navigate and learn to navigate in different environments. Authors of the article, suggests their solution for mobile robots collision avoidance with a static objects.

Obstacle avoidance and learning

Mobile robots must navigate among stock-still or moving obstacles without collisions with them. Obstacle avoidance in mobile robots and/or manipulators is a large and extensively researched topic. Many techniques have evolved attempting to achieve this task efficiently [4]. The mere way to avoid collisions with stock-still objects is the usage of GPS. This system is useful in open space, but if robot is in indoors or underground environments, GPS cannot operate there [5].

One such technique of obstacle avoidance is artificial potential fields. The main importance is represented by a fuzzy variable, which in turn is derived form robot parameters: separation distance, separation angle and robot speed. These parameters are converted into variables by dividing the area, surrounding the robot, into fuzzy sectors (Fig.1). Each sector is assigned to a value defining its importance [4, 6].

Luciano Pimenta and his colleagues, suggests using electrostatic field computation for robot navigation. The
navigation function computation uses finite elements methodology. They consider that the target boundary conditions are constant Dirichlet with value equals to zero, and obstacles boundary conditions are also constant Dirichlet with identical positive values. This implies that the negative gradient of the resultant field close to obstacles is perpendicular outward of the obstacles surface [7]. The biggest problem of this computation is huge mathematical calculations of electrostatic fields.

If the surrounding is unknown, mobile robot could have sensors. Sensors collect information about the environment and adapt robot motions to any new contingency or event. The vehicle executes the motion and the process restarts. Such system has modelling module, planning module, reactive navigation module and architecture of integration [8].

If the surrounding and environments is known, it is possible to use other methods. For example, the beam curvature method. It generates motion commands in two separate steps. In the first step a desired local goal heading is determined by using a directional approach that is called beam method. In the second step, the steering commands yield a motion in the desired local direction by using CVM method and taking into account the dynamic constraints of the robot. The local trajectory toward the objective is calculated in real time for each sampling interval [9].

Andrew Seely is the one, who suggests to use Petri nets with neural networks [10]. It is Petri net threshold learning unit. There no modification to the Petri net structures is required; all threshold-learning units processing is accomplished through manipulation of the Petri net arc connectivity between places and transitions that are created to serve as thresholds and weights. The PNTLU addresses a problem domain that is purely in the realm of neural networks while conforming strictly to a basic Petri Net definition, and so may be more appropriate than technologies like the FPN or FNPN in artificial intelligence applications where Petri Net structures are desirable.

Learning in coloured Petri nets

Authors of the article suggest creating learning system in coloured Petri nets [11]. There are some requirements for such system creation in coloured Petri nets. They are: requirement for data capture and requirement for this data accessibility in the entire project.

The declarations of model variables are used in coloured Petri nets. It could be used for database creation. Specialized software CENTAURUS has been modified for purposes of data accessibility. Global variables are used in it [12, 13] and the model functionality in 2D is realized. So, software CENTAURUS could be used for the development of learning systems.

Why does learning problem appear? Let’s analyse example of manufacture line with attendant robots. Robots transport details and products. There emerges problem, how to avoid robots collisions with static and dynamic obstacles. The amount of the traces could be big, according to the amount of robots.

It is possible to organize system training for such situation. During system training, emerges new problem. It is big amount of the traces and each of them must be checked. So manual training is very monotonously and difficult procedure. The rules and procedures, formed for manual training, compose all possibilities for system learning.

Training procedure in known surrounding could be realised in two ways: to form all mediate points for known movement trajectory or change the movement trace during robot training, forming dynamic database of the trace. Special function is realized for this purpose

fun FixTrace(trc:way, regnam: string): bool.

Its functionality depends from the changes of movement trace. When the trace is formed, it is written to the declarations (database), using special function fun FixDecl, and could be used in robots training and learning.

This data exchange system, composed for system training, do not require any programmable changes applying it for learning systems.

The movement of the robots is organized in two ways: using contact sensors (different touch sensors) and using scanning systems (optical, hypersonic, laser sensors). When robot moves to the goal, it is not must or could be in the visible zone. If robot wants to reach the goal in the rational way, it must change the movement trajectory. In this learning level, the main task of the robot is to identify the strategy for obstacles avoidance. Learned trace must be rational in movement distance or leeway time.

It is proved, that for the rational formulation of the trace, more amount of information must be used. Authors of the article made assumption: when robot moves in known surrounding, it is effectively to form the trace, using surrounding map, search could be done using scanners.

The surrounding map identifies more rational ways. Especially, when there are few possible ways to reach the goal. If there is no surrounding map, learning must be done like in unknown surrounding by the test and mistakes methodology.

The search, using scanners allows us to form more rational movement trajectories till the obstacle or moving around it. We could say that, using this method, it is possible to solve some problems of forming the trace. One of them is, that the trace must be formed optimally.

Harmonise of these two methods allows to solve tasks, that couldn’t be solved without test and mistakes.

Strategy of the suggesting learning method is shown in Fig. 2 and it is:

1. The whole surrounding is divided to the quadrates, not considering to the objects that are inside of them. It simplifies identification problems of the map (known surrounding). This divivation is used for all cases of trajectories.
2. Quadrate, where the goal is, has zero identification. Quadrates, which adjoin to it, has first identification, successive identifications are one unit bigger, than the last and so on. The numerical meaning of the quadrate could be called as we wish: weight coefficient, gradient coefficient. It doesn’t change the meaning, because direction of the goal is form quadrate to quadrate following the decrease of coefficients.
3. Robot scans space. If the goal is not seen through the obstacle, scanner identifies breakpoints. Breakpoints corresponds various openings in obstacles, or its edges.
4. If several breakpoints exist, robot goes to the quadrate, with the smallest identification coefficient. If identification coefficients are equal, robot goes to quadrate, which is closer.

5. The 3 and 4 subsections are repeated until the goal is reached.

6. When the goal is reached, function FixTrace writes all mediate points coordinates to learning database.

Fig. 2. Strategy of the suggested learning method

Figure 2 shows trace search according to described algorithm. The goal (point A) generates weigh identifications of the quadrates. Successive adjoined identifications are one unit bigger, than the last. Weigh coefficients are not transferred through walls. Robot (point R) scans surrounding and identifies two breakpoints for the shown situation. In the direction of breakpoints, robot searches quadrate, with the smallest weigh coefficient. If emerges situation, that there are quadrates, with the same weigh coefficients, in two directions, robot goes to the quadrate, which is closer.

Robot goes to the quadrate, with the weigh coefficient 13 in the figure 2. There the scanning process continues in all possible directions, except the direction, in which robot moved to the quadrate. The procedure of scanning and moving is repeated, until the quadrate with the zero identification is reached. This variant of trace formulation does not require any optimization of the trace.

Conclusions

1. The special software, based on coloured Petri nets in 2D graphic environment was created. This software allows us to identify moving objects conflicts with static objects in known surrounding and composes optimal trajectories of movement.

2. Learning process is realized in the special software. Learning data is captured and stored in database. This database could be used by any moving object, trying to move on trajectory, which was learned previously.

3. All software assumptions, for mobile robots learning in automatic mode, while changing beginning and end points, are composed.
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In the flexible lines, when it is frequently necessary to change the sequence of technological process, the use of mobile robots is preferred. Training of the mobile robots in known surrounding is required for the effective functionality of control systems. Training process is very long, so a suggestion emerges to use robots learning in known surrounding for this problem. For purposes of training and learning, the colored Petri nets are suitable. There are used global variables, it is possible to form, to accumulate and to preserve data. Authors created a special system for mobile robot learning. It uses scanner and known parameters of the surrounding. Learning of the system is implemented in the model, the search and the conflict situations are solved in the graphic subsystem of the software. Learning data is captured to the database, which is common to all mobile robots; it is in the declarations of the colored Petri nets. Optimization of the traces solves during the search or the trace. It allows us to achieve good learning results quickly. Ill. 2, bibl. 13 (in English; summaries in Russian, English and Lithuanian).


